Abstract-In this paper, we present a new type of spatial queries called Nearest Surrounder (NS) queries. An NS query determines the nearest polygon-shaped spatial objects (referred to as nearest surrounder objects) and their orientations with respect to a query point from an object set. Besides, we derive two NS query variants, namely, multitier NS (m-NS) queries and angle-constrained NS (ANS) queries. An m-NS query searches multiple layers of NS objects for the same range of angles from a query point. An ANS query searches for NS objects within a specified range of angles. To evaluate NS queries and their variants, we explore angle-based and distance-based bound properties of polygons, and devise two efficient algorithms, namely, Sweep and Ripple, based on R-tree. The algorithms access objects in an order according to their orientations and distances with respect to a given query point, respectively. They are efficient as they can finish a search with one index lookup. Besides, they can progressively deliver a query result. Through empirical studies, we evaluate the proposed algorithms and report their performance for both synthetic and real object sets.
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INTRODUCTION
W HILE location-based services enabled by mobile devices, positioning systems, digital maps, etc., are becoming popular, location-based spatial applications keep attracting attentions from the academy and industry. Among many spatial queries, Nearest Neighbor (NN) queries [9] , [15] and their variants such as Reverse NN [11] , Constrained NN [6] , and Group NN [14] are believed to be important in assisting spatial decision making. For instance, a tourist information system that provides an NN search may assist tourists to find the nearest attractive points of interest. However, an NN query may not precisely match with what the users look for. For instance, queries that return attractive points according to both distances and directions could provide tourists with a better picture of the surroundings around their locations. Take a battlefield as another example. To ensure their safety, soldiers in a battlefield need to be aware of threats from their enemy potentially located around them. These examples motivate the need of a new type of spatial query that takes angles of objects with respect to a query point into consideration-"Nearest Surrounder (NS)" query. In our preliminary study [12] , we assume rectangular objects to simplify the search process. However, in many situations, objects can be in any shape. In this paper, we relax this assumption by examining polygon-shaped objects (or simply objects hereafter), improve the search by decomposing an NS query angularly and provide a comprehensive evaluation for our proposed algorithms.
Given a set of objects and a query point in a twodimensional space, an NS query (defined formally in Definition 1) retrieves the nearest neighboring objects at consecutive ranges of angles (or angular ranges hereafter) with respect to the query point. Fig. 1 shows a query point, q, and a set, O, of 10 objects, labeled as o 1 ; o 2 ; . . . o 10 . The result set of an NS query issued at q, NSðq; OÞ, is fho 1 : ½ f ; a i; ho 3 : ½ a ; b i; ho 6 8 , and o 9 , are the nearest surrounder objects to q, as there are no other objects located between them and q in their associated angular ranges. Other objects, i.e., o 2 , o 4 , o 5 , and o 10 that are hidden by the result objects are not retrieved. where a tuple ho : ½; i indicates o being the nearest neighbor to q for an angular range ½; ; and distðq; o; Þ represents the distance of an object o to q with respect to an angle . The retrieved objects are called "nearest surrounder objects" (or NS objects).
Definition 1 (NS Query
Further, we extend the notion of NS query to multitier NS (m-NS) query as stated in Definition 2. An m-NS query provides a result set, in which at a particular angular range, m objects in an order according to their distances with respect to a given query point are retrieved. Thus, the above-described NS query is equivalent to 1-NS query (i.e., m ¼ 1). m-NS queries are useful in many scenarios. For instance, in a battlefield, m-NS queries help analyzing the distribution of enemies as different layers in certain directions. In Fig. 1 , for m ¼ 2, the first-tier and second-tier NS objects corresponding to q are fo 1 For some applications, only NS objects within a certain angular range are needed. A tourist, for example, walking toward a certain direction may be more interested in attractive points located in front of him/her. Accordingly, we introduce ANS queries, each of which retrieves NS objects for a specified angular range, A ( ½0; 2Þ). In Fig. 1 , an ANS query issued at the query point for an angular range ½s; e returns fo 1 ; o 3 ; o 6 g. Since the notion of ANS query can be combined with that of m-NS query to provide multitier angle-constrained NS (m-ANS) query, Definition 3 states this generalized NS query variant. When m and A are set to 1 and ½0; 2Þ, respectively, an m-ANS query is equivalent to a basic NS query. Now this generalized NS query can be more informative than conventional NN search as it can provide angular information for each returned object and it allows a search to narrow the search scope down for a certain angular range of interest. Our research presented in this paper addresses the efficient evaluation of NS queries and their variants, adopting R-tree [2] , [8] , [17] as the underlying indexing structure. Since this type of NS searches considers the distances and angles of objects, i.e., two aspects independently derived with respect to a query point, simultaneously, the design of efficient algorithms is not trivial. Based on our analysis and observations, we identify the angle-based bounding properties of polygons (i.e., representation of spatial objects' extent) and minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs) of R-tree (i.e., abstraction of objects and groups of objects in a space). With these properties as the basis, we develop two novel algorithms, namely, Sweep and Ripple, according to two important facets of NS queries, surroundings and nearness. The Sweep algorithm takes an angular view to explore a search space for result objects, and the Ripple algorithm explores a search space with a distance-based strategy.
Both of the algorithms take only a single index lookup and they can progressively deliver query results. In other words, partial results can be delivered as soon as they are available. These features are useful to many applications. Reconsider our examples. A tourist looking for the nearest point of interest may prefer one in front of his/her moving direction. The Sweep algorithm can render an NS query result starting from a preferred direction so that the tourist can decide how much his/her journey direction needs to be deviated. For the battlefield scenario, troops may be concerned the most with their immediate surrounding enemies (e.g., individual solders) and then their backups (say tanks) behind them. Thus, the Ripple algorithm can help progressively visualizing the enemies layer by layer.
We evaluate the proposed algorithms for NS queries and their variants based on empirical studies with both synthetic and real object sets. In particular, we studied the impact of object density, which is a ratio of total size of the objects to the total area of the space, on the performance of the proposed algorithms in terms of CPU time, disk access cost, and runtime memory consumption. Object density is affected by two attributes of an object set, namely, the number of objects and object size. From the experiment results, we observed that the higher the object density (caused by larger object size and/or larger object set size) is, the better is the query performance obtained, as NS objects can be found within a smaller search area.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the background study. Section 3 explores the angle-based properties of edges and presents edge comparison mechanism and a brute-force algorithm for NS queries. Section 4 discusses the angle-based properties of polygons and MBRs of R-trees and details the Sweep and Ripple algorithms. Section 5 analyzes the performance of NS query processing. Section 6 reports the experiment results. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our contributions made in this paper.
RELATED WORK
In this work, our algorithms for NS query processing are based on R-tree for its efficiency and popularity. Typically, index traversal strategies [9] , [15] on an R-tree can bring important impacts to the search performance. Taking NN search as an example, an efficient search is performed based on the best-first strategy that arranges pending nodes and objects in nondescending MINDIST order in a priority queue. Here, MINDIST [15] (i.e., the shortest distance from a query point to the boundary of an MBR) is used to estimate the closeness of enclosed objects in an MBR to a 1. Associated angular ranges are omitted for easy illustration. query point. Recently, many research works have been proposed to deal with NN searches in a dynamic environment [19] , [3] , [10] , [13] , [18] where the distances between objects and a query point change over time. Completely different from those studies, NS queries consider both the angles and distances of objects. As the angular aspects of objects have not been explored in existing spatial search algorithms, new index traversal strategies that exploit angle and distance aspects of objects are needed for NS queries and are developed in this paper.
The idea of spherical projection [16] for image rendering shares some similarity to NS queries. By spherical projection, the edges of all objects are projected on a projection line that faces a query point. Then, objects on the projected line are the NS objects. For instance, in Fig. 2 , b is not projected on the projection line since it is hidden by c. To perform a spherical projection, ray shooting queries [1] are often used. A ray shooting query is a line segment originated from a query point toward the projection line in search of the first hit object.
However, NS search and image rendering are conceptually and functionally different. Our work on NS queries mainly focuses on a very large set of objects and a fast mechanism on fetching index pages possibly containing NS objects on disk to main memory, but rendering algorithms focus on generating a display from a relatively smaller number (in the order of hundreds to thousands [4] ) of objects resident in main memory. Our proposed approaches need only one index lookup, whereas the spherical projection should incur a huge number of ray shooting queries to improve the result accuracy.
Our preliminary study for processing NS queries has been reported in [12] . In that work, we primarily considered the search strategies for nearest surrounding objects' MBRs as shown in Fig. 2 . For MBRs, as only parallel edges and perpendicular edges are examined, the determination of NS objects' MBRs is relatively simplified. To many applications, finding NS MBRs may not be very realistic. In this paper, we consider the polygon-shaped spatial objects that can be convex polygons or concave polygons. Besides, we examine additional search optimizations such as using multiple ANS queries for divided angular ranges to process an NS query. Furthermore, comprehensive performance evaluations are conducted and reported.
PRELIMINARIES
While the extents of objects are represented by polygons, it is adequate to identify NS objects by examining their boundaries in a search space centered at a query point. In Fig. 3 , the entire boundary of an object o 2 is not closer than another object o 1 , and thus o 2 should not be an NS object. Besides, comparison of entire objects can be completely waived if they are located in different angular ranges with respect to q. In the figure, we can see that an object o 3 is incomparable to o 1 as their angular ranges do not overlap. Objects are compared only for their parts located within a common angular range. In the figure, the angular ranges of objects o 4 and o 1 partially overlap and we only need to see which of them appears closer than another to q in the overlapped angular range.
In the following, we define and discuss angular bounds and angular distances for edges. These help to determine for what angular ranges the objects that they belong to are closer to a query point. Accordingly, we devise a pairwise edge comparison mechanism (i.e., a basic component of our search algorithms) and present a brute-force NS search algorithm.
Edge Angular Bound and Edge Angular Distance
Let P o be a polygon that represents the extent of an object o. P o is composed of a set of n points P o ¼ fp 1 ; p 2 ; . . . p n g and a set of n noncrossing edges E o ¼ fe 1 ; e 2 ; . . . e n g. Each edge is a line segment connecting two points such that e i ¼ p i p iþ1 (for 1 i n À 1) and e n ¼ p n p 1 . While edges cover their connected points, we simply consider edges that form the boundary of o. We observe and formalize some edge properties, namely, edge angular bound, edge angular distance, and minimum edge angular distance in the following. With respect to a query point, q, every edge occupies an angular range in the search space. We call this an edge angular bound and define it in Definition 4. In Fig. 3 , edge e has an angular bound ½ ' q;e ; a q;e . If an edge is located across the positive x-axis of the search space, we partition it into two portions: one portion is on or above the x-axis and the other portion is right below the x-axis. Correspondingly, the angular bound of this edge is considered as two consecutive subranges. This partitioning guarantees that all angular ranges are bounded by ½0; 2Þ. Also, it does not affect the correctness of an NS query result and the search algorithms developed based on this property.
Definition 4 (Edge Angular Bound). With respect to a query point, q, the angular bound for an edge, e (that is a line To quickly determine if an edge is closer than another to q for a certain angular range, we define edge angular distance for an edge e in Definition 5, denoted by distðq; e; Þ, which suggests the euclidean distance from q to e at a specified angle . By varying on e, we can estimate a distance range for e from q within a certain angular range. To calculate distðq; e; Þ, we adopt a line l e that extends e and its normal, i.e., a line perpendicular to l e . Based on this normal, we formulate an angular distance to l e at from q as distðq; l e ; Þ that equals ðq;l e Þ cosðÀðq;leÞÞ , in which ðq; l e Þ stands for the distance from q to l e on the normal and ðq; l e Þ represents an angle from q to l e along the normal. Fig. 3 illustrates l e , ðq; l e Þ and ðq; l e Þ for an edge e. cosðÀðq;l e ÞÞ in which l e is a line extending e, ðq; l e Þ and ðq; l e Þ are the length and angle of the normal of l e to q.
Next, we define the minimum edge angular distance for e with respect to q for a given angular range ½# ' ; # a as stated in Definition 6. As will be discussed later, this minimum edge angular distance is used to derive the distance of an object from q for an angular range. 
Definition 6 (Minimum Edge Angular Distance
Edge Comparison
Based on the above stated properties, we develop an edge comparison mechanism as a binary function. It examines two edges, e i and e j belonging to objects o i and o j , respectively, at a time and determines the nearer one for an examined angular range, or both of which are nearer to a query point but in different portions of the angular range. Any object with the closest edge is an NS object. In general, when two edges e i and e j are compared, there are only four possible outcomes, categorized by their relationships:
both edges e i and e j overlap each other, 2. one of them, say e i , is always nearer than another, 3. as opposed to 2), e j is nearer, and 4. e i and e j are crossing. If two edges do not have their angular ranges overlapped, they are incomparable and need not be compared. The edge relationships are detailed in the following: Case 1. Both e i and e j overlap. In other words, they are equidistant to q for the entire angular range. This case can be identified when both of their normal distances and normal angles are equal, i.e., ððq; l ei Þ ¼ ðq; l ej ÞÞ^ððq; l ei Þ ¼ ðq; l e j ÞÞ. To break the tie, we consider other criteria, such as the IDs of the objects they belong to, to decide which edge is the NS edge for the angular range.
Case 2. e i is nearer than e j for the entire angular range from q. This case can be determined by comparing their edge angular distances (see Definition 5) . When for every angle (2 ½# ' ; # a ), distðq; e i ; Þ < distðq; e j ; Þ, e j is certainly not closer to q than e i . Since the two edges do not cross each other, we can compare their distances at the bounding angles # ' and # a . Thus, whenever distðq; e i ; # ' Þ < distðq; e j ; # ' Þ and distðq; e i ; # a Þ < distðq; e j ; # a Þ, e i is certain to be closer to q than e j .
Case 3. e j is nearer than e i for the entire angular range to q. This is opposite to the second case. It can be identified when both distðq; e j ; # ' Þ < distðq; e i ; # ' Þ and distðq; e j ; # a Þ < distðq; e i ; # a Þ are satisfied. Case 4. e i is nearer than e j to q for a certain portion of the angular range while in the rest of the angular range, e j is nearer than e i . Different from the three previous cases, this case demands to split an angular range into two smaller angular ranges and to determine which objects are closer to q within each divided angular ranges.
The angular range should be split at an angle, s , at which both e i and e j are equidistant to q, i.e., distðq; e i ; s Þ ¼ distðq; e j ; s Þ which can further be expressed as 
Alternatively, we can determine their intersection point, s, that e i and e j cross each other, followed by computing the angle (i.e., s ) of s with respect to q. Then, the final split angular ranges are ½# ' ; s and ½ s ; # a . To determine which object is nearer to q for a split angular range, we perform a simple distance test on the two edges. The one with a shorter distance at # ' (or # a ) should be nearer than another for an angular range ½# ' ; s (or ½ s ; # a , respectively). Based on the above edge relationships, we devise Function EdgeCompare as outlined in Fig. 4 . It accepts two edges e i and e j and an angular range ½# ' ; # a as input parameters. It first examines if Case 1 happens that both e i and e j overlap and returns the one with a smaller ObjectID (lines 1 and 2). Next, it checks if Case 2 or Case 3 occurs by comparing their angular distances at # ' and # a (lines 6 and 7). Finally, if none of the above cases is satisfied, it should be Case 4. A split angle s is determined based on (1). We identify the nearest edge for each divided angular range with a distance test (lines 9-11).
A Brute-Force Algorithm
Objects are very often the units for storage and access (e.g., in ESRI shape file [5] and as GT-polygons in Tiger/Line [21] ). Thus, the design of algorithms for NS searches should be object based. Besides, with respect to a query point, edges that are hidden by others of the same objects can be safely ignored from detailed examinations. To this end, only those nonhidden edges (referred to as facing edges) are needed for an NS search. We express a set of facing edges, F o ðqÞ ( E o ) of an object o with respect to q when q stays out of o as
distðq; e; Þ < distðq; e 0 ; Þ É :
In case that q stays within an object, no facing edge is defined. Next, we outline a brute-force algorithm that is a nonindex approach and sequentially examines all objects. Its pseudocode is depicted in Fig. 5 . At the very beginning, an NS query result N is initialized to a single tuple h? : ½0; 2Þi where ? represents a dummy object that captures "holes" in the current query result and the angular distance of any dummy object is 1. Holes in N can be filled by any real object. The algorithm refines a result set based on each examined object and finishes a search when all objects are examined.
Function NSIncorp, which is a common operation in our NS search algorithms, is invoked to update the NS query result (line 3). Its pseudocode is listed in Fig. 6 . Function NSIncorp calls Function ObjectCompare (as depicted in Fig. 7 ) to compare two objects and deduce updated nearest object(s). An angular range ½# ' n ; # a n is passed such that any result returned by Function ObjectCompare is guaranteed to be bounded by the angular range of the original NS object. Next, the comparison results are then incorporated to N , replacing the original entry. The search ends and returns N when all objects are examined.
Similar to Function EdgeCompare, Function ObjectCompare takes two objects and examines their edges in a common angular range, Â q (i.e., ½ ' q;n ; a q;n \ ½ ' q;o ; a q;o ) in a pairwise fashion. If an object whose angular range does not overlap with another, it is taken as the nearest one for a nonoverlapped portion (lines 4 and 5). Then, it invokes Function EdgeCompare (in Fig. 4 ) to examine edges if they overlap with their edge angular bounds (lines [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Notice that we also keep the hidden objects in another set H, which are useful for m-NS query processing as will be discussed later.
Scanning an entire object set to incrementally refine an NS query result set, as this brute-force algorithm does, involves a large number of object comparisons, which in turn triggers a number of edge comparisons. As a result, a high computational and I/O costs will be incurred. To effectively improve the search efficiency, a search space should be strategically explored and effectively pruned. In the next section, we discuss our efficient index-based NS search algorithms.
NS SEARCH ALGORITHMS
In this section, we explore the angular and distance properties of MBRs that facilitate search space exploration and pruning, where are useful to NS query evaluation. Based on these properties, we develop the Sweep and Ripple algorithms.
Angle-Based Properties of Polygons and MBRs
To facilitate an NS search based on objects whose extents are modeled as polygons, we explore some polygon properties. Specifically, we define polygon angular bound and minimum polygon angular distance based on their facing edges, as stated in Definitions 7 and 8, respectively. 
Definition 7 (Polygon Angular Bound
1; otherwise:
If q is within or on the boundary of o, mindistðq; o; ½# ' ; # a Þ is set to 0.
Here, the properties of polygons such as the polygon angular bounds and the minimum polygon angular distances are directly applicable to MBRs. Meanwhile, the MBR of a node should tightly enclose those of its child nodes and objects. Thus, we obtain angular bound property of MBRs (as stated in Lemma 1), which guarantees that no child nodes or enclosed objects are covered by an angular range, if their parent node is not overlapped with the angular range. Besides, we obtain the minimum angular distance property of MBRs (as explained in Lemma 2), which ensures that the contained MBRs or objects cannot provide a shorter angular distance to a query point than its container MBR. Based on these lemmas, the search space for NS objects can be pruned if container MBRs are already hidden by some NS objects. Given an angle and a query point q, the minimum angular distance for an MBR, R p , must not be greater than that of any its enclosed object or any child MBR, R c , i.e., mindistðq; R p ; Þ mindistðq; R c ; Þ.
Lemma 1 (MBR Angular Bound
Proof. In general, there are only two possible conditions. First, when a query point q is inside R p , then its minimum angular distance is 0 (i.e., the minimum possible distance) regardless of q being inside or outside of R c . Second, if q is outside R p , q should also be outside R c . As the facing edges of R c should be behind those of R p , R p cannot provide a longer distance to q than R c . The above discussion assumes that is within the angular bounds of both R p and R c . When is out of the angular bound of R c but within that of R p , the distance to R p should be shorter than that to R c (i.e., 1). Finally, when is out of the angular bounds of both R p and R c , the angular distances for them are 1. For all those conditions, mindistðq; R p ; Þ mindistðq; R c ; Þ is ensured. t u
The Sweep Searching Algorithm
In this section, we present the Sweep algorithm. We first describe its basic operation, and then discuss its optimizations and extensions to support m-NS and ANS queries.
Basic Sweep Operation
The Sweep algorithm traverses an R-tree based on the bestfirst strategy. It maintains a priority queue to order the access of the index nodes and objects, collectively called "entries," according to their starting angles with respect to the positive x-axis of the search space centered at a given query point. In case that multiple entries share the same starting angle, we give a higher priority to the one with the smallest distance to the query point. Initially, the root index node serves as the first entry in the queue. Iteratively, a head queue entry that should have the smallest starting angle among all pending entries is fetched from the queue and examined. If the entry is an index node, all its children are inserted back to the queue for later examination. Otherwise, the entry (i.e., an object) is examined and may be incorporated to the existing NS result by Function NSIncorp (see Fig. 6 ). The Sweep algorithm terminates when the queue is vacated.
The Sweep Algorithm Optimizations
A blind scan of queued entries eventually explores all index nodes and all objects. Clearly, not all dequeued entries contribute to an NS query result. In the following, we observe two important heuristics that effectively avoid exploring and examining unnecessary index nodes and objects. Thus, the I/ O cost and the number of Function ObjectCompare invocations, which contribute the major computation cost in the algorithm, can be significantly reduced.
Heuristic 1 (Conservative Upper Distance Bound). According to the angular bound for an entry , ½ ' q; ; a q; , the maximum of angular distances among all found NS objects (that include "?") whose angular bounds intersect ½ ' q; ; a q; in the current NS query result set, called conservative upper distance bound, is determined. If the minimum angular distance for , mindistðq; ; ½ ' q; ; a q; Þ, is greater than the conservative upper distance bound, can be safely skipped from a detailed examination, since it is certainly not an NS object and not containing any NS object.
To illustrate Heuristic 1, Fig. 8a shows an entry (that may represent an object or an index node) and two objects o and o 0 that are tentatively taken in the NS query result set.
As mindistðq; ; ½ ' q; ; a q; Þ exceeds the conservative upper distance bound, i.e., max 2½ ' q; ; a q; distðq; o; Þ (where o blocks ), it is not necessary to explore .
Owing to the access order defined only on the starting angles, any entry with the smallest starting angle in a priority queue is always fetched first. However, not all fetched entries can be an NS object or an index node that encloses any NS object. Take the case shown in Fig. 8b as an example where one tentative NS object o and two entries 1 and 2 are included. Following the starting angle order, 1 is expected to be examined right after o. However, as we can anticipate, 1 does not contribute any NS object within the common angular range, ½ . In fact, it is completely hidden by o and 2 that will be accessed after it. Thus, it suggests Heuristic 2 to slightly revise the access order. An entry that is more likely to be or contain NS objects should be retrieved before others, though it does not occupy the smallest starting angle among those in the queue. As suggested by Heuristic 2, 2 , whose minimum angular distance is smaller than that of 1 with respect to an angular range having been explored by a search, is picked rather than 1 .
Heuristic 2 (Smallest Distance First). Suppose an angular
range ½# ' ; # a covering all currently found NS objects, the access priority is granted to an entry in a priority queue that can provide the smallest minimum angular distance in the common angular range, i.e., ½# ' ; # a \ ½ ' q; ; a q; among all queued entries. In this case, is more likely to be or contain an NS object among others within ½# ' ; # a .
Let us continue with our example and look at a scenario that 2 is picked instead of 1 , and 1 is retained in the queue. Notice that extra runtime memory is consumed to house this kind of retained entries in the priority queue. It also raises a question: under what situations and how can 1 be safely removed from the queue? Recall Heuristic 1. An entry can be safely discarded when its minimum angular distance is greater than the conservative upper bound. Thus, in our approach, a queue entry whose angular bound is completely covered by an explored angular range for the current NS query result is retrieved first. Fig. 8b shows that after 2 is retrieved instead of 1 , 1 needs not be explored since it is already farther from q than o and 2 , i.e., the existing found NS objects.
To manage this priority queue retrieval operation, we develop Function Lookahead (as outlined in Fig. 9 ). It does not reorder the entry positions in the queue but whenever it is invoked, it examines (the front part of) the queue and picks the best entry according to the revised priority.
This lookahead function iteratively fetches head entries and picks the best candidate among those fetched entries. It takes three parameters, namely, a query point (q), a priority queue (Q), and an angular range ½# ' ; # a that covers all currently found NS objects. Initially, we assume that the first queue entry is the candidate. Then, it loops to fetch subsequent queue entries. Whenever the queue becomes empty or the rest of queue entries do not have their angular bound intersecting the angular range, the loop ends (lines 2, 5, and 6). Then, it gives the highest priority to an entry if it is fully covered by ½# ' ; # a for the sake of shortening the queue and saving memory (lines 7 and 8). Next, an entry with the smallest mindist within the angular range ½# ' ; # a is collected (lines 9-11). Since some examined entries would not be the final candidate, a buffer B is provided to keep them (line 4) and those buffered entries are reinserted to the queue (lines 12 and 13) at the end of the function. Finally, a "best" candidate is returned (line 14).
Since index nodes and objects are put in the queue and examined only once, our Sweep algorithm needs only at most one index lookup from disk for NS result updates. Furthermore, it can provide progressive result delivery as another important property. A completed portion of an NS query result is delivered as soon as it is ready and no longer changed in the rest of the execution. With the index traversal order based on the starting angles, Heuristic 3 guarantees the correctness of partial Sweep result delivery during the query execution.
Heuristic 3 (Safe Partial Result Delivery). If the starting
angle of the head entry in the priority queue is , all the remaining queued entries should have starting angles not less than and thus they do not affect the existing NS query result associated with ending angles < .
With all the discussed optimizations (except progressive result delivery for description clarity), we outline the Sweep algorithm in Fig. 10 . A priority queue, Q, initially contains the root of an R-tree; an angular range ½; that represents the angular ranges of result objects is initialized to ½0; 0; and the NS result set, N , is set to fh? : ½0; 2Þig (lines 1-3) . Later, the queue is iteratively examined until it becomes empty (lines 4-12). Function Lookahead picks an entry from Q (line 6). If the mindist of is greater than the conservative upper distance bound (i.e., the maximum among the angular distances for all overlapped NS objects), it is safe to ignore (line 7). Furthermore, if is an index node, its child entries are fetched from the index and put into Q for later investigation (line 9). Otherwise, should be an object, and will be compared with existing NS objects by Function NSIncorp (see Fig. 6 ) to update N . After all, ½; is updated to cover all objects already examined. Finally, the algorithm returns N .
Extended Sweep Algorithm for m-NS and ANS Queries
The Sweep algorithm can be extended to evaluate an m-NS query. First, we generalize an NS query result tuple that contains m objects. For example, to handle a 2-NS query, we associate two NS objects instead of a single object for an angular range in each result set tuple. Thus, an initial result for a 2-NS query is initialized as fhð?; ?Þ : ½0; 2ig. Correspondingly, we devise Function m-NSIncorp, as depicted in Fig. 11 , that substitutes Function NSIncorp to update an m-NS query result set. It is a recursive function. Every time it compares an object at tier t (i.e., initialized to 0) in an NS query result tuple with an input object using Function ObjectCompare. Then, Function m-NSIncorp is reinvoked to update objects at the next tier (i.e., t þ 1) with hidden objects (in H). Despite the extended NS tiers in the NS query result and the invocations of Function m-NSIncorp, the general logic of the Sweep algorithm for m-NS queries is pretty much the same as that already discussed for NS queries. We omit its pseudocode for space saving. Furthermore, progressive result delivery and single index lookup features are applicable to the Sweep algorithm for m-NS queries.
The Sweep algorithm for ANS queries include an additional parameter, namely, a query angular range ½ 
The Ripple Searching Algorithm
Next, we present the Ripple algorithm. It accesses an R-tree index for NS objects based on distance order. In what follows, we first briefly discuss its basic operation and then its extensions to support m-NS and ANS queries.
Basic Ripple Operation
The Ripple algorithm adopts the best-first search strategy and maintains a priority queue to keep track of unexamined entries in nondescending distance order with respect to a given query point. Thus, the exploration of a search space by the Ripple algorithm starts from a query point outwards for all directions. If a dequeued entry is an index node, all its children are enqueued for later examination. Otherwise, the entry should be an object and it is incorporated into NS query result by Function NSIncorp (in Fig. 6 ). Similar to the Sweep algorithm, it examines each dequeued index node and object only once. Thus, it enjoys the one index lookup property. Besides, it can terminate early before the queue is completely scanned according to Heuristic 4.
Heuristic 4 (Early Termination). Due to the distance ordering
of all queued entries, the examination of a priority queue can be completely skipped as long as the following two conditions are satisfied: 1) an NS query result set contains no dummy NS object (i.e., ?); and 2) all queued entries have longer distances than the conservative upper distance bound of the entire NS query result set to the query point.
In Heuristic 4, condition 1) guarantees that an NS result set is completely filled, and condition 2) asserts that the rest of the priority queue does not have any object that appears nearer than any currently found NS object. This heuristic provides a safe termination condition for the Ripple algorithm so that a faster response of the algorithm will be produced.
Extended Ripple Algorithm for m-NS and ANS Queries
The extension of the Ripple algorithm for m-NS queries is different from that of the Sweep algorithm. Instead of defining multiple m tiers in each NS query result tuple, we maintain an array of m-NS query results, N ½m. Each array element N ½i represents a tier (i) of an NS query result. This arrangement of a query result resembles onion rings. The lower tier results (inner rings) are filled prior to the higher tier results (outer rings). When an object is examined, we study how it contributes to the lower tier(s) first. We devise Function tierNSIncorp (as outlined in Fig. 12 ) to handle this m-NS query result update. It is very similar to Function NSIncorp (see Fig. 6 ). However, it performs ObjectCompare between an input object and an object in a result tuple to update the specified tier of NS query result (specified by t) and then it invokes itself to incorporate hidden objects, if any, to update (t þ 1)th tier of NS query results.
While the Early Termination (as already stated in Heuristic 4) for a single-tier NS query discussed in the previous section is still applicable, it is extended to Heuristic 5 as follows:
Heuristic 5 (Tier Completion). As long as 1) the result of a tier contains no dummy NS, and 2) the head entry of the queue to be examined is farther than the conservative upper bound of the NS query result of the tier, those unexamined objects will not contribute to the NS result of the tier.
Based on this heuristic, three enhancements for the Ripple algorithm can be achieved, namely, skipped examination of completed tier NS result, progressive result delivery, and early m-NS query termination. Here, progressive result delivery is referred to as delivering NS query result in a tier-wise fashion whenever a tier is completed. To evaluate ANS query, the Ripple algorithm is extended to filter out all index nodes or objects if they are out of a parameter angular range. To generalize the Ripple algorithm for multitier ANS queries, we outline the pseudocode in Fig. 13 . When m and the angular range are set to 1 and ½0; 2Þ, respectively, the algorithm performs an NS search.
The Ripple algorithm takes four parameters, namely, the root of an R-tree (root), a query point (q), the number of tiers (m), and an angular range (½ ' q ; a q ). It operates according to the content of a priority queue, Q, which is initialized with root. It maintains an integer curr initialized to 1 and an array of m-NS query results, N (lines 1-3). According to Heuristic 5, whether the result of the current tier is completed is checked (line 7). If it is completed, the result of the current tier is delivered (line 8) and curr is incremented by one (line 9). Next, it terminates if all m tiers are completed (line 10). Besides, when lies out of ½ ' q ; a q , the detail examination is skipped (line 11). If an entry is an index node, all its children are enqueued for detailed examination (line 12). On the other hand, if the entry is an object, it is incorporated to existing m-NS query result (line 14) by invoking Function tierNSIncorp. Finally, the rest of the NS query result set is output (line 15). 
NS Search Based on Multiple ANS Searches
Thus far, we have discussed the algorithms to process an NS query that covers ½0; 2Þ with respect to a query point. Logically an NS query can be evaluated as several ANS queries if all angular ranges examined by all ANS queries constitutes ½0; 2Þ. Thus, the final NS result can be obtained as the union of all those ANS query results. Subject to the application needs, the number of divisions and the sizes of angular ranges can be customized. Besides, we can see several performance advantages in processing multiple ANS queries over a single NS query. First, it may reduce the memory contention in maintaining a long priority queue (i.e., the major source of runtime memory consumption) for NS queries as ANS queries are evaluated separately and index nodes and objects out of a specified angular range are not kept in the queue. Certainly, a shorter priority queue would result in smaller manipulation costs. Second, if the evaluation order of those ANS queries is aligned with the angular sequence, some index nodes and objects accessed by an ANS query will very likely be accessed by subsequent ANS queries for adjacent sectors. Although there are possibly repeated accesses over an index, with index nodes and/or objects cached, the performance impact caused is not significant.
ANALYSIS OF NS QUERIES
In this section, we analyze the optimal performance for NS search algorithms and develop a cost model to estimate the number of R-tree node accesses (NA). The number of node accesses is highly related to the search area for an NS query, which must be explored in order to retrieve all required result objects. For example, Fig. 14a shows a (shaded) search area of an NS query. Any object or MBR that is out of the search area is not accessed.
To facilitate the analysis, we approximate the search area that can be in very irregular shape in practice as a circle with its center at a query point q and radius of r, based on an assumption that objects are uniformly distributed. Fig. 14b shows the approximated search area. To estimate the size of a circular search area, we assume N objects bounded by a unit space and each object has only one edge of length l. Assume that all edges perpendicular to the incident from a query point q, and all of them, namely, e 1 , e 2 ; . . . e N , are in distance order from q. Thus, the angular bound of an edge e i is determined as
is the expected distance from q to e i . Thus, the radius of a search area, r, is the distance to the kth edge (in which k is the smallest number of edges in the initial part of the list) as stated below:
and i is a starting angle of object i. From this, we can see that k and thus r are highly affected by l and ffiffiffiffi ffi N p . When l and/or ffiffiffiffi ffi N p increases, k and r are reduced. Let us consider that all objects are indexed by an R-tree with a fan-out F . The expected height of the index h is 1 þ dlog F N F e ¼ dlog F Ne. We consider that leaf nodes are at level 1. According to [20] , NA is determined based on the number of nodes and their access probabilities in each level. The probability, i , that a node at level i (1 i h À 1) is explored can be estimated as the overlapped area of its MBR R i and the search area. Alternatively, we can determine this probability as the Minkowski area of R i that covers q. Let the side lengths of R i be L ix and
in which D i suggests the node density;
Finally, NA for processing an NS query is computed by (2) .
In the equation, we can see that NA is directly affected by r, N, and l. Intuitively, when N and l are large, the size of an R-tree grows. However, as mentioned above, these factors would reduce r. In the next section, we will examine these factors. Besides, the processing time is expected to be very closely related to NA. Furthermore, based on the search area, we can also estimate the number of result objects, i.e., k. The cost model can be extended for an m-NS query. For example, for 2-NS query, we skip the first k objects that covers ½0; 2Þ and then find k 0 objects in the remaining list that cover ½0; 2Þ. Then, the radius of a search area should cover k þ k 0 objects. For an ANS query, since the search space is partially covered as ½; , we can determine its number of node accesses as NA Á À 2 .
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section evaluates the performance of the search algorithms, namely, the Sweep and Ripple algorithms (labeled as Sweep and Ripple, respectively) for NS query, in terms of three commonly used performance metrics: CPU time, access costs, and runtime memory consumption. CPU time is measured that suggests the computation cost. Access costs count the number of index nodes/disk pages accessed, and runtime memory consumption measures the maximum priority queue length (i.e., the number of queued entries). We also include a sampling approach that uses ray shooting queries (denoted by Sample) (as described in Section 2) as a baseline approach in this evaluation. For Sample, we issue ray shoot queries to locate NS objects for each sampled angle of d that is varied from 1, 0.1 to 0.01 degree.
We employ real and synthetic object sets. All of them are normalized in a fixed square data area of ½1;000; 1;000. Two real object sets are used. They represent polygon landscapes in New York state (labeled as NY) and Rhode Island state (labeled as RI) in USA obtained from Tiger/Line [21] . The object set cardinality (i.e., number of objects) (n) of NY and RI are 1,334k and 103k, respectively, and the average size of individual objects (in MBR, length and width) in NY, and RI are ½0:26; 0:35 and ½1:45; 1:07, respectively. These object sets are plotted in Fig. 15 . As shown, due to data space normalization, those objects are resized. On the other hand, synthetic object sets contain 10k, 50k, 100k, 500k, and 1,000k uniformly distributed line segments, while the lengths of line segments (l) are ranged from 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, to 1.
In the experiments, query points are randomly chosen in the space. The number of tiers, m, for each query is ranged from 1 to 5. Also, we examine the performance gained by angularly dividing an NS query into several finer ANS queries. We set the number of ANS queries from 1 (i.e., the original NS query) up to 8 (each of which covers 45 degree of the search space). Table 1 lists the experimental parameters and their values.
We implemented all of the algorithms in GNU C++. All experiments are conducted upon Linux computers with Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM. We build R-tree index for objects based on the TGS bulkloading technique [7] while the polygons of all objects are stored in a separate file and indexed based on object IDs. In our evaluation, the access costs measure only the number of index nodes/disk pages accessed. The index node/disk page size is fixed at 4K bytes and the maximum number of branches per node is 340. For each setting, we conducted 30 queries and each reported result is the average over the 30 collected readings. In the following three sections, we discuss performance evaluation of NS query search algorithms, the effectiveness of heuristical optimization techniques and improvement by using multiple ANS queries.
Performance of NS Searching Algorithms
The first set of experiments evaluate the performance of the Sweep, Ripple, and Sample algorithms in terms of CPU time, access costs, and the runtime memory consumption for both synthetic and real object sets. Below we evaluate the object set size (n) and the object size (l) of synthetic object sets independently.
First, we examine the impact of object set size (n) that varies from 10k up to 1,000k on the NS search algorithm performance while the object size (l) is fixed at 0.1. The Fig. 16 , the numbers of NS objects are provided right below the x-axis. As we can observe, in general, the number of NS objects grows as n is increased form 10k to 100k, and then drops afterwards. It is because when n is small, many NS objects do not overlap angularly. In contrast, when n is further increased, many objects are located closely to a query point that hide many other objects. Among all the algorithms, Sample takes much longer time than Sweep and Ripple. Sweep runs faster than Ripple for small n (such as 10k and 50k) but slower than Ripple when n is increased. It is explained that for a large n, Sweep's Lookahead function has to examine many queue entries. Moreover, as explained later, more objects are examined by Sweep. This leads to high CPU costs. While Sweep and Ripple return the exact result, Sample (as indicated for m ¼ 5) provides only some identified objects. In other words, Sample is both inaccurate and inefficient.
In Fig. 17 , the number of objects examined by Sweep and Ripple are depicted next to the markers. We can see that for n ¼ 10k, 50k, and 100k, they perform equally well with the same node accesses and similar number of examined objects. However, when n is increased to 500k and 1,000k, Sweep accesses more pages than Ripple; that means Sweep incurs many false hits. It is because for large synthetic object sets, many objects (line segments) cross one another and small MBRs are formed. Recall that Sweep puts the highest priority to those entries whose angular ranges are fully covered by an existing result. Then, it is still possible that some entries which overlap with existing NS objects but hidden by later found NS objects are retrieved. As a result, higher access costs are incurred. Notice that Sweep's Lookahead is actually effective especially when small object sets are experimented. Here, Sample incurs very high access costs. Finally, Fig. 18 shows the runtime memory consumption in terms of the maximum number of queue entries. Due to progressively exploring search space in angular fashion, Sweep incurs consistently smaller memory consumption than Ripple.
Second, we evaluate the impact of the size of the objects (i.e., line segments) l varying from 0.01 up to 1.00. The results in terms of CPU times are shown in Fig. 19 . Note that the results for l ¼ 0:1 are already reported in Fig. 16 . Again, the result sets (as indicated for m ¼ 5) returned by Samples are imprecise, compared to the exact results returned by Sweep and Ripple. When l is increased to 0.5 and 1, many line segments cross one another. Thus, Sweep performs slower than Ripple as previously explained. Again, Sample incurs high CPU time. Due to limited space, the results for access cost and runtime memory consumption are omitted. 
, and (e) n ¼ 1;000k) on runtime memory cost. 
, and (e) n ¼ 1;000k) on access cost.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of our search algorithms with real object sets. The results are shown in Figs. 20, 21, and 22. Due to a large number of objects in NY and large object sizes in RI, Ripple outperforms Sweep in terms of CPU times and access costs. Besides, they both perform significantly better than Sample (with sample angles of 0.01 degree), though the latter incurs small memory consumption.
Effectiveness of Optimization Techniques
In discussing the algorithms, we proposed various heuristic optimization techniques that includes lookahead for Sweep to selectively explore the search space and early termination for Ripple to terminate the search as soon as no more objects are found. In this set of experiments, we examine their effectiveness. For space saving, we only report the results based on the real object sets with varying m. We label Sweep without the lookahead as Sweep-NoOpt and Ripple without the early termination as Ripple-NoOpt.
From Fig. 23 , we can see that lookahead and early termination can improve CPU times as lookahead reduces the examination of unnecessary index nodes and objects, and early termination can finish the search without examining all index nodes and objects. Next, from Fig. 24 , we can observe that the lookahead also eliminate a significant number of index node accesses while the early termination has no impact on node access. Although the lookahead can save many node accesses, it incurs high computation cost in determining the best candidate to examine, resulting in less improvement in terms of CPU time. Furthermore, lookahead can save memory cost for its reduced number of index nodes accessed as shown in Fig. 25. 
Improvement Gained by ANS Queries
Next, we examine the improvement for an NS query gained by using multiple ANS queries. We vary the number of ANS queries from 1 (i.e., original NS query) up to 8. Meanwhile, we also examine the impact of cache whose size ranges from 10 to 50 disk pages on disk access cost savings. All ANS queries are issued to evenly divided angular ranges.
The results on real object sets in terms of CPU time and memory consumption are shown in Figs. 26 and 28 . From the figures, we can see that, in general, using ANS queries can reduce the CPU time and memory consumption. The result in terms of disk access is shown in Fig. 27 where Sweep-0, Sweep-10, and Sweep-50 (Ripple-0, Ripple-10, and Ripple-50) represent Sweep (Ripple) running with a cache that can buffer 0, 10, and 50 index nodes. Although there is a bit increase in disk access when more ANS queries are issued, this extra overhead can be effectively eliminated when cache is used.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents our research on a new type of spatial queries: NS queries and their variants, namely, m-NS queries and ANS queries on polygon-shaped spatial objects. An NS query that searches for the nearest spatial objects surrounding a query point is different from the conventional NN query.
More specifically, in this paper, we have first analyzed the angular aspects of NS queries and identified several angle-based bounding properties of polygons that can assist to determine the nearness of objects for an angular range. Besides NS queries, these properties will also be useful for other spatial queries that take directions from a query point to spatial objects into consideration. Based on the analysis on edge angular distances from a query point to the facing edges of two objects, we developed a very efficient mechanism, called ObjectCompare, to determine which object is nearer to the query point and for what angular range it is nearer. We further elaborate the angle-based bound properties of polygons to MBRs of R-tree, the representation units of objects in an index. These bound properties of MBRs enable algorithms to explore and/or prune the search space for NS objects effectively.
While different strategies in exploring the search space, we propose two R-tree-based algorithms, namely, Sweep and Ripple, for NS query processing. These two algorithms, fine tuned with several enhancements (including lookahead, safe discard, search space reduction, early termination, etc.), efficiently evaluate NS queries. These algorithms can deliver query results progressively and need only one index lookup.
Through an extensive experiment evaluation, both the Sweep and Ripple algorithms are found to significantly outperform Sample (an existing known approximated NS processing solution based on ray shooting queries on sampled angles) in terms of I/O cost and CPU time especially when an object set with high object density is queried. Moreover, as indicated in our experiments, the execution of multiple ANS queries rather than a single NS query for the same angular range performs faster and consumes less memory.
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